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Note to reader:
This dissertation is comprised of three sections: 1) Literature review with emphasis on proprioception,
joint position sense, fatigue and evidence relating fatigue-mediated proprioceptive changes.

2) A

manuscript for a research report that has been prepared in accordance with the submission guidelines
for authors for Medicine & Science in Sports and Exercise. 3) Appendices showing experimental set
up, graphical displays of typical raw data and the guidelines for authors to Medicine & Science in Sports
and Exercise. This section also contains tables and figures not included in the journal manuscript.
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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

COWAN, J. The Effect of Fatigue on Proprioceptive Acuity in the Asymptomatic Untrained Male Knee.
Purpose: There is empirical evidence to suggest that fatigue may contribute to altered neuromuscular
awareness and reduced control of the lower limb leading to a subsequent reduction in proprioception
and dynamic joint stabilization. This dissertation comprises a literature review which identifies the need
to investigate the effect of local muscular fatigue on joint position sense and hence proprioception. Due
to epidemiological data stating the high prevlance of knee injury it was decided to study the knee joint
of asymptomatic untrained males. Methodology: The sample involved sixteen male subjects selected
on the criteria that they were all aged between 20-35 years, and did not have an abnormal knee range
of motion, exceptional motor skills (i.e.

elite athlete), vestibular/neuromuscular disorders, or

osteoarthritis anywhere in the lower limb.

All subjects completed a familiarization protocol then

performed a series of knee joint repositioning exercises at three randomly selected, standardized target
angles both before and immediately after a fatigue protocol. Absolute error in joint repositioning from
the target angle was compared between the three different angles at baseline and post-fatigue. The
fatigue intervention was complete when a subject’s maximal force output fell below 50% of their initial
performance in both flexion and extension.

All data were collected using a Biodex Isokinetic

Dynamometer. Results: Proprioceptive acuity was not substantially affected by fatigue of the knee
joint flexor and extensor muscles. An overall increase in joint repositioning efficacy of 3.3% occurred
following the fatigue intervention. The type of error (overshoot or undershoot) in repositioning the limb
was influenced by the position of the limb at the target angle with a more flexed target position leading
to a predominance in overshoot (extension) error and vice versa.

Conclusion: Fatigue does not

appear to have a substantial effect on knee joint position sense, therefore, muscular fatigue in young
healthy males does not appear to compromise proprioception. The position of the knee joint may
influence an individual’s proprioceptive perception of an appropriate corrective/protective movement.
Key

Words:

PROPRIOCEPTION,

KINESTHESIA,

SENSATION,

MUSCLE

SPINDLES,

MECHANORECEPTORS, MUSCLE FATIGUE.
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Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine whether fatigue had an effect on joint
position sense and hence also proprioception in the human knee joint. It was relevant
to study the effect of fatigue on proprioception, given the integral role that proprioception
assumes in protecting joint function, stability and integrity (Hiemstra, Lo, & Fowler,
2001). It has been estimated that in North America, 13.5% of the population aged
between 18 and 35 will experience a significant joint injury and that approximately 15
million joint sprains or dislocations arise annually (Kelsey, 1982).

A more recent

systematic review that examined 19 eligible studies of which 17 were conducted in
Western developed countries, states that the global adolescent prevalence of knee
injury ranges between 10 and 25 percent with a trend towards more recent studies
reporting higher incidences of knee joint damage (Louw, Manilall, & Grimmer, 2008).
Many of these studies do not investigate the cause or mechanism of injuries and a set
definition/consensus regarding what constitutes a knee injury is generally lacking. What
is evident however is that the knee is almost universally described as the most
commonly injured major joint and the first or second most commonly injured body site.
It is also a common contention that knee injuries cause significant morbidity and are
amongst the most economically costly in terms of surgery/rehabilitation as well as lost
productivity and income (Ingram, Fields, Yard, & Comstock, 2008). In the United States
alone there are 80,000 anterior cruciate ligament injuries annually, which equates to
1:3,500 injuries (Griffin et al., 2000; Hiemstra et al., 2001). The high prevalence of knee
joint ligament damage equates to an important role for musculature in the dynamic
stabilization of the knee joint (Miyasaka, Daniel, & Stone, 2001). The integral role of
muscular support at the knee enhances the importance of this research, as the fatigue
protocol has its most prominent impact on the muscles (i.e. the receptors located within
the muscle spindles and golgi tendon organs) supporting the knee, with a substantial
yet lesser involvement to other receptors for proprioception (such as those located in
the joint capsule, skin and ligaments).
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There is also empirical evidence to suggest a relationship between physical fatigue and
somatic injury. The fact that the incidence of skiing injuries peak in the afternoon and
that ice hockey players most commonly suffer knee injuries during the final period
(46.2%) and in the final 5 minutes of a period (46.9%) suggest that fatigue has a
detrimental effect on proprioception. The above may account for the observed increase
in injuries noted in the fatigued state due to reduced efficacy in proprioception and
dynamic joint stabilisation (Hiemstra et al., 2001; Miura et al., 2004; Pinto, Kuhn,
Greenfield, & Hawkins, 1999).
Furthering our understanding of the effect that fatigue may have on proprioception has
implications not only for those participating in sport, exercise and recreation, but also for
the occupational environment and the aging population. Impaired proprioception has
been linked to balance deficits and an increase in the incidence of falls amongst the
elderly population (Ribeiro, Mota, & Oliveira, 2007). Altered local proprioception of the
knee has also been shown to predispose injury (Baker, Bennell, Stillman, Cowan, &
Crossley, 2002; Collier, McAuley, Szuszczewicz, & Engh, 2004) and shoulder joints
(Lubiatowski, Romanowski, Kruczynski, Manikowski, & Jaruga, 2003) thus justifying the
search for information and understanding regarding potential aetiologies of reduced
proprioception.
Literature Search Strategy
In order to develop a foundation on which to base this investigation a comprehensive
literature search was conducted using the electronic databases of Academic Search
Premier, CINAHL, Ebsco, Science Direct, Scopus, and the Medline databases. The
purpose of the search was to identify literature relating to proprioception (particularly of
the knee), fatigue, fatigue-mediated changes to proprioception, joint position sense,
muscle spindles, vestibular system, and injury relating to proprioceptive deficits.
Additional resources were located by hand searching the reference lists of original
investigations and recent review articles.
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Proprioception
It is widely acknowledged that joint proprioception plays an integral role in maintaining
the functional stability of joints (Miura et al., 2004; Tsuda, Okamura, Otsuka, Komatsu,
& Tokuya, 2001). Mechanoreceptors are the primary receptors of proprioception and
are responsible for transducing mechanical loading of the joint into afferent impulses
(Proske, 2006). This information is then utilized in reflex muscle contractions and the
motor programming required for precision movements (Miura et al., 2004; Rhodes &
Tanner, 2003).

Subsequently, efficacious dynamic joint stability is contingent on

proprioceptive input from mechanoreceptors located within the ligaments, skin, joint
capsule, muscles and tendons (Voight, Hardin, Blackburn, Tippett, & Canner, 1996).
Proprioceptive awareness is essential in protecting joint integrity via providing the
information from which an appropriate range of movement can be regulated/maintained
(Lattanzio, Petrella, Sproule, & Fowler, 1997). This contention is further supported by
Lephart, Pincivero, and Rozzi (1998) who state that proprioception and accompanying
neuromuscular feedback mechanisms are the most prominent component for the
establishment and maintenance of functional joint stability.

Traditionally, the joint

capsule was thought of as the predominant site of the peripheral receptors of
proprioception (Skinner, Wyatt, Hodgdon, Conard, & Barrack, 1986), however following
studies in the mid 1970’s relating to kinesthesia and joint position sense, the idea of
muscle receptors contributing significantly to proprioceptive acuity became prominent
(Gandevia & McCloskey, 1976). Proprioceptive awareness is now understood to be
derived through a complex array of information from sources including the muscle
spindles, joint capsule, ligaments, skin and fatpads (Gurney, Milani, & Pedersen, 2000).
Proprioception was originally described in 1906 as “the perception of joint and body
movement as well as position of the body, or body segments in space” (Sherrington,
1906). The idea that proprioception was a sensation relating to innervation was first
proposed in the 1850’s although the mechanics of the process has been contentious up
until the present (Proske, 2006). Sherrington believed that muscle afferent feedback
was the critical aspect of proprioception and this view predominated until the mid 20th
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century when the idea of joint receptors gained in popularity (Skoglund, 1973). Indeed,
more recent literature does support a supplementary role for joint receptors (Ferrell,
Gandevia, & McCloskey, 1987) as well as contributions from slow adapting type II skin
receptors (Ruffini endings) which detect stretch deformation (Collins, Refshauge, Todd,
& Gandevia, 2005; Rhodes & Tanner, 2003). It was not until the early 1970’s that
observations relating to vibration induced illusions of movement as well as sensations
after the paralysis of joint afferents lead to an acknowledgement that muscle spindles
provided one with a position sense as well as a sense of movement (Goodwin,
McCloskey, & Matthews, 1972). The study by Goodwin, McCloskey and Matthews was
for a prolonged period the only credible evidence to suggest that muscle spindles
contributed to position sense (Proske, 2006). Examples from literature produced as
recently as the mid 1980’s exemplify how belatedly acknowledgement of the prominent
role of muscle spindles in proprioception developed relative to the chronology of
understanding the physiology of proprioception. Skinner et al. (1986, p. 112) wrote that
“The joint capsule has traditionally been thought to be the site of the peripheral
receptors for joint proprioception, but new evidence suggests that muscle receptors may
play an important role in this sensation”. The ‘new evidence’ referred to by Skinner et
al. (1986) were the aforementioned papers by Goodwin, McCloskey and Mathews
(1972) and that of Gandevia and McCloskey (1976). Statements such as the above
demonstrate the extent to which the idea of a dominant role for capsular proprioceptive
input has been accepted and entrenched.
A more contemporary understanding of proprioception however places the utmost
importance on muscle receptors (Proske, 2006) and describes an awareness of
posture, movement, and changes in equilibrium coupled with the knowledge of position,
weight and resistance of objects in relation to the body (Gurney et al., 2000). Currently,
the muscle spindles are regarded as the primary receptors responsible for position
sense, with afferents from cutaneous and joint receptors considered as supplementary
input (Boyd-Clark, Briggs, & Galea, 2002; Matthews, 1988). Hiemstra et al. (2001) state
that in terms of modern research, proprioception is generally split into the sub-
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components of ‘joint position sense’ and ‘sense of limb movement’ (also termed
kinesthesia).
The central nervous system receives input from three main systems, these being the
vestibular system, visual system, and the somatosensory system (Lephart et al. 1998).
Proprioception, which is sometimes referred to as the somatosensory system functions
to detect sensory stimuli such as movement, touch, pressure, tension and pain.
Cutaneous afferents contribute minimally to joint proprioception relative to the muscle
spindles and joint capsule receptors (Lephart et al., 1998). The mechanoreceptors in
the joint capsule, ligaments and bone are integral in detecting joint range limits as these
receptors sense joint compression and the presence of noxious/intense stimuli (Rhodes
& Tanner, 2003). There are two sub-types of articular mechanoreceptors, namely quick
adapting and slow adapting, each of which is classified based upon its response to a
continuous stimuli.

Whilst quick adapting mechanoreceptors respond rapidly to a

stimulus, the rate of firing is also quick to reduce should the stimulus remain constant,
conversely, slow adapting mechanoreceptors respond slowly to stimulation but continue
firing whilst the stimulus continues to be present (Dorland & Newman, 2003). With
regards to proprioception, the quick adapting mechanoreceptors are thought to be
responsible for providing information relating to joint motion, whilst joint position sense
and sensation pertaining to changes in joint position are thought to be mediated via the
slow adapting receptors (Lephart et al., 1998).
Muscle spindle afferents are slow adapting receptors that are located in the skeletal
muscle and provide information relating to muscle length and tension (Rhodes &
Tanner, 2003). In the knee, mechanoreceptors that respond to changes in speed (i.e.
acceleration/deceleration) have been located in both the joint capsule and ligamentous
insertions, these specialized neural mechanoreceptors transmit information via
frequency modulated neural signals which elicit the conduction of an action potential to
the CNS (Lephart et al., 1998). The combined input from somatosensory receptors
result in an efficacious sense of a joint’s position, motion and acceleration (or
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proprioception) in addition to sensations of pain (Baxendale, Ferrell, & Wood, 1988;
Lephart et al., 1998).
Fatigue
Muscular fatigue is commonly defined as an acute impairment of performance that
includes both an increase in the perceived effort required to generate a force combined
with the eventual inability to exert a desired force (Enoka & Stuart, 1992; Ribeiro et al.,
2007). Muscle fatigue has also been defined as the transient inability to maintain power
output or force during repeated muscular contractions (Gibson & Edwards, 1985;
Hiemstra et al., 2001). Fatigue can be deconstructed into the subgroups of ‘central’ and
‘peripheral’ fatigue and can occur at any point along the pathway concerned with
muscular contraction, thus potentially affecting changes in cortical input , excitatory
drive to lower motor neurons, motor neuron excitability, transmission at the neuromuscular junction, sarcolemma excitability, contractile apparatus efficacy, and the
metabolic energy supply (Hiemstra et al., 2001). Central fatigue has been described as
“a progressive exercise induced reduction in voluntary activation of a muscle usually
assessed in maximal voluntary contraction with twitch interpolation” (Gandevia, Enoka,
McComas, Stuart, & Thomas, 1995).

Central fatigue refers to processes occurring

proximally to the neuromuscular junction, the effects of which are purported to precede
that of peripheral fatigue (Rietjens et al., 2005) as maximal contractions sustained for
approximately 10 seconds elicit symptoms of central fatigue (Gandevia, 1998).
Peripheral fatigue refers to effects on those mechanisms distal to the neuromuscular
junction, hence pertaining to the muscle and its contractile elements (Gondin, Guette,
Jubeau, Ballay, & Martin, 2006).
A Biodex isokinetic dynamometer was used to perform the fatigue protocol and assess
joint repositioning efficacy in this study as it provided an accurate means of generating a
consistent/quantifiable level of fatigue (50% of initial maximal force production) whilst
also allowing for immediate/accurate measurement of joint angles with data being
plotted graphically against real time. It was the difference in joint repositioning error
(measured in absolute degrees) from pre to post fatigue intervention that provided the
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data from which results pertaining to the fatigue-joint proprioception relationship were
extrapolated.

Furthermore, using a Biodex isokinetic dynamometer allowed the

implementation of a fatigue protocol that generates fatigue to both the knee’s extensor
and flexor muscle groups concurrently, hence more accurately replicating a ‘real life’
situation.

The Biodex fatigue protocol was also viewed as desireable because it

allowed a fatigue state to be attained quickly and with relatively low cardiovascular
stress relative to the alternatives discussed in the literature and amongst peers. Should
the methodology of a fatigue intervention opt for a more generalized fatigue protocol
(i.e. from running/cycling), an increase in central neurological fatigue occurs. Increased
levels of central fatigue heighten the influence that concentration has over performance
(Isaacs & Pohlman, 1991).
Fatigue-mediated proprioceptive changes
Physical fatigue may cause a localized reduction in proprioceptive acuity thus inhibiting
neuromuscular control of the lower extremity (Lattanzio et al., 1997; Skinner et al.,
1986). Impaired proprioception predisposes the individual to joint capsular/ligamentous
injury given the role of proprioception in facilitating accurate joint positioning and
muscular support (Blasier, James, & Laura, 1993), which is important for efficacious
dynamic joint stability, particularly whilst weight bearing.

The exact physiological mechanisms underpinning any potential fatigue mediated
alterations in joint control are as yet unknown, however one explanation is that
“neuromuscular fatigue affects knee joint proprioception with subsequent changes to
motor control of the lower limb” (Hiemstra et al., 2001). The fatigue-proprioception
relationship has been studied in many joints including the shoulder (Carpenter, Blasier,
& Pellizzon, 1998; Pedersen, Lonn, Hellstrom, Djupsjobacka, & Johansson, 1999) and
the elbow (Sharpe & Miles, 1993), demonstrating statistically significant proprioceptive
deficits following a fatiguing protocol.

Of the aforementioned studies that recorded

deficits in proprioception, the 1998 study of Carpenter, Blasier and Pellizzon recorded
the greatest reduction in proprioceptive acuity post-fatigue with a 73% diminution.
Further studies have shown a detrimental relationship between fatigue and balance
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(Johnston, Howard, Cawley, & Losse, 1998) with a reduction in post-fatigue balance of
86.3%.

The

physiological

processes

that

break

down

resulting

in

reduced

proprioception/muscle coordination during ascending levels of fatigue are thought to
vary depending on the type of exercise performed to induce the fatigue (Hiemstra et al.,
2001).

Therefore,

variations

in

muscular

contraction

velocity,

effort

(maximal/submaximal), contraction type (eccentric/concentric/ isometric), and duration
for example may all elicit different forms of somatic fatigue. Currently, there is a lack of
literature available to ascertain a commonly accepted/definitive type of fatiguing
protocol, fatigue definition, or method of confirmation that a particular/consistent level of
fatigue has been attained (Hiemstra et al., 2001).
The muscle spindle was shown to provide the most significant contribution to position
sense (Gandevia & McCloskey, 1976). The afferent contribution from muscle spindles
is especially prevalent when a joint is within its range of movement as the muscular
components are more dominant whilst the capsular, ligamentous and cutaneous
receptor deformation is less prominent than at end range (Gandevia & Burke, 1992).
There have been numerous studies affirming that proprioceptive acuity in human joints
can be compromised in the fatigued state (Lattanzio & Petrella, 1998; Skinner et al.,
1986; Voight et al., 1996). Overwhelmingly, researchers have made the presumption
that a fatiguing protocol primarily affects the muscle tissue as opposed to the joint
tissue, hence any reduction in position sense might be attributed to diminished muscle
receptor input to the somatosensory system (Gurney et al., 2000; Hiemstra et al., 2001).
This assertion is further reinforced by studies that have demonstrated reduced force
production and EMG activity plus increased muscle firing latency and reduced efficiency
of neuromuscular processes post fatigue (Hagbarth, Bongiovanni, & Nordin, 1995;
Nyland, Shapiro, Stine, Horn, & L, 1994). Whilst the previously mentioned studies and
others (Lattanzio et al., 1997) support the notion that fatigue negatively impacts upon
position sense, others studies show only trivial differences in joint position sense from
pre to post fatigue (Marks & Quinney, 1993). Perhaps the contention between studies
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investigating the effect of fatigue on proprioception reflects the variability of the fatigue
protocols implemented. To date, many of the studies making inferences regarding the
relationship between fatigue and proprioception have failed to address the issue of
central fatigue or accurately quantify the level of fatigue prior to the post fatigue
measurements. Hiemstra et al. (2001) suggest therefore that “further study is needed to
determine if fatigue truly mediates changes in proprioceptive sense”.
In fact, Skinner et al. (1986), which is one of the most frequently referenced articles
supporting an effect of fatigue on joint position sense, notes a heightened sense of
kinesthetic acuity post fatigue. The change found by Skinner et al. (1986) was an
increase in mean absolute error and standard deviation of 1.07° ± 1.12° which equates
to a reduction in joint position sense of 37%. An interesting finding from the study by
Skinner et al. (1986) was an improved kinesthetic awareness, which is surprising given
that kinesthesia has since been considered a sub-component of proprioception
(Hiemstra et al., 2001). As joint position sense was reduced as opposed to kinesthesia
which improved, it is plausible that there are multiple contributors to each of these subcomponents of proprioception.

With regards to the proceeding research, a Biodex isokinetic dynamometer was utilised
to determine when maximal force production fell below 50% of that achieved on the
individuals maximal force output measurements. This method of generating fatigue is
consistent with several leading fatigue related studies, one of which used a reduction in
strength by 50% using a lower limb dynamometer (Johnston et al., 1998), the other
using a 50% decrease in work output that was also performed using a dynamometer
(Wojtys, Wylie, & Huston, 1996). It must be noted however that a universally accepted,
accurate set of characteristics have not as yet been established for fatigue. Indeed, to
describe the neural factors contributing to fatigue, it is not sufficient to regard fatigue as
only occurring once a task can no longer be performed. Alterations in “muscle afferent
feedback, moto neuronal discharge, moto cortical output, and perceived effort develop
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well before an endurance limit in limb muscles” (Gandevia, 1998), hence the point at
which fatigue occurs is subjective.
Joint position sense
Joint position sense is often described as the ability to accurately relocate a target, or
reposition a limb in space (Marks, 1998) and is the most frequently used measure to
gauge proprioception.

Joint position sense is currently held as the best and most

accurate measure of proprioception (Hiemstra et al., 2001; Marks, 1998). Since 1906
when measurements of joint position sense were first documented (Slinger & Horsely,
1906), various methodologies have been used to measure joint position sense. These
include active movement angle reproduction, passive limb displacement, quasi-static
testing, and various clinical procedures.

A universal/standardized methodological

approach for testing joint position sense does not exist and is cited by Marks (1998) as
one of the greatest problems in research involving joint position sense. In addition,
Marks (1998) cites the three dimensional nature of limb movement as a source of error
when attempting to attain accurate measurements. The hinge action at the knee joint is
therefore appealing to study, as the one dimensional range of motion reduces variables
in limb movement thus increasing ones ability to attain accurate measurements.

Measures of joint position sense
The most frequently described methods from the literature for measuring proprioception
at the knee joint are active movement angle reproductions and passive limb
displacement tests. The following will present a brief synopsis of the most common
methods used in the study of proprioception.
Joint angle reproduction tests have been utilized in a number of ways to study
proprioception including active self selected, verbally specified and passively positioned
target angles of the ipsilateral or contralateral limb (Marks, 1998). A target angle may
also be provided by way of having the participant imitate an angle presented on a
picture or photograph (Ferrell, Crighton, & Sturrock, 1992; Marks, 1998). Following the
angle presentation, position reproduction of the reference limb is attempted via an
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active movement or selecting the point as the joint is taken through a passive
movement arc. Marks (1998) states that it is important to acknowledge the potential
effects of muscle history with regards to passive repositioning as a type II error could
result should it counteract any potential reduction in proprioception post fatigue. The
research of Brockett, Warren, Gregory, Morgan and Proske (1997) instigated the use of
a brief isometric contraction between the target angle presentation and joint
repositioning in an attempt to overcome this potentially confounding effect from muscle
history.
Passive limb displacement tests evaluate the threshold for the detection of passive
movement (Marks, 1998) and are commonly used in the study of proprioception,
particularly when studying its kinesthetic element (Hiemstra et al., 2001). With passive
limb displacement assessment, the subject is required to identify the onset and direction
of a passive movement below the threshold for movement sense of 2° per minute
(Marks, 1998).

There is a strong degree of unanimity between various studies

suggesting that people are able to detect this passive motion within approximately 1° of
movement initiation.

The above is true with regards to investigations of both axial

(Taylor & McCloskey, 1988) and peripheral joints (Allegrucci, Whitney, Lephart, Irrgang,
& Fu, 1995; Konradsen, Ravin, & Sorenson, 1993). Interestingly, Skinner et al. (1986)
tested the detection of passive motion in their study of how fatigue might affect joint
position sense in the knee and found that kinesthetic awareness actually improved
following their fatigue intervention yet joint position sense was negatively affected with
overall mean error increasing by 1.07°. The fact that kinesthesia and joint position
sense are considered the two subcomponents of proprioception (Hiemstra et al., 2001)
suggests that there might be different physiology underpinning each aspect which was
affected differently by the fatigue intervention. It is well documented that the efficacy of
kinesthetic awareness is improved via muscle activation (Swinkels & Dolan, 2000) yet
even so, subjects in this study had a very astute kinesthetic sense with their knee joints
in unloaded, passive conditions (Skinner et al., 1986). Perhaps therefore variations of
effect from the differing types of fatigue interventions across the studies might account
for the variability and contention between the results of several leading studies into
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proprioception.

Furthermore, from a pragmatic perspective one might contend that

studies into proprioception should be conducted in a manner most imitating life
situations such as the active replication of a joint’s normal movements (Swinkels &
Dolan, 2000).
Marks (1998) also describes several less frequently used methods for evaluating joint
position sense that include quasi-static testing and a number of generic clinical tests.
Quasi-static testing is described as a method designed to simulate the regular function
of the body region being tested and usually requires the subject to estimate the relative
position or amplitude of a statically held limb. Limb position is estimated by the subject
using either a visual ratio scale (Robbins, Waked, & McClaren, 1995) or verbal ranking
(Berenberg, Shefner, & Sabol, 1987). This method was used to test proprioception in
people with Parkinson’s disease where each subject was asked to discriminate about
the relative positioning of their reference elbow to a statically held posture at the
contralateral elbow joint (Zia, Cody, & Boyle, 1996). Generic clinical tests are used to
expose obvious defects in joint position sense and include finger to nose, finger to
finger, finger to wrist, finger to heal, heal to knee and heal to shin etcetera (Marks,
1998). These active tests are usually conducted without instruction regarding speed
and always with the eyes closed to eliminate visual input.
Error from any method of joint repositioning measurement can be analysed from either
an absolute or constant perspective in angular degrees. Constant or relative angular
error identifies the direction in which the error has occurred (Bennell, Wee, Crossley,
Stillman, & Hodges, 2005; Marks, 1998), for instance in the knee joint it would be error
into either flexion or extension with the magnitude being expressed in positive or
negative angular degrees from the target/reference angle. Conversely, absolute error
describes only the magnitude of error from the reference angle and does not consider
the direction of error allowing less specificity in analysis and discussion regarding
potential aetiologies of any underlying deviations from baseline performance in the
measure of joint position sense (Laabs, 1973).
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Recommendations for studying proprioception via joint position sense
In order to improve the reliability and validity of joint position sense measurements,
many researchers have suggested that testing should ideally be conducted without
movement speed instructions (Marks, 1998). Marks (1998) also contends that subjects
should receive no vestibular/visual input and that conditions ought to be identical
between subjects with regard to the diurnal cycle. These recommendations have been
adhered to as all data collection occurred on a week day between 14:00 and 17:00,
furthermore, a blanked out ski mask was used as a blindfold affording subjects greater
comfort during the data collection process and allowing the eyes to remain relaxed
(open), hence more accurately replicating a life situation. It is also suggested that
minimal trials should be conducted in order that subjects are not allowed the opportunity
to train their joint position sense (Marks, 1998). In the subsequent research project this
recommendation has been considered, however in the interests of attaining valid,
consistent estimates of proprioceptive accuracy, six repositioning attempts at each
target angle have been allowed in the experimental design in accordance with
recommendations from recent literature (Swait, Rushton, Miall, & Newell, 2007). The
learning effect concerning Marks (1998) has been addressed via a familiarization
protocol which was intended to negate this consequence which could lead to a type II
error with the learning counteracting the possible detriment of the fatigue intervention.
Following his review on the ‘evaluation of joint position sense’, Marks (1998) advises
that for ease of implementation, accuracy and equipment issues, measurement of joint
position sense should involve “angular movements of active repositioning performed
without speed instruction and recorded using videography or photography and light
weight markers to minimise the contribution of all available sensory cues”.

Marks

(1998) also states however that there is potential to develop other testing procedures for
evaluating joint position sense. We used a Biodex isokinetic dynamometer system for
all data collection as it allows maximal accuracy to be attained with all movements and
forces through the knee being recorded in real time for later analysis. Furthermore, the
joint repositioning activity could be conducted immediately once each subject has
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reached a standardized and customized level of fatigue thus allowing for more accurate
comparison.

Summary
There is empirical evidence suggesting a relationship between physical fatigue,
proprioceptive decline and joint injury. Therefore, enhancement of our understanding of
this relationship will facilitate the development of preventative strategies in avoiding
fatigue-related injury with regards to balance and proprioceptive impairments.
Efficacious dynamic joint stability is contingent upon proprioceptive input from
mechanoreceptors located in the ligaments, skin, joint capsule, muscles (muscle
spindles) and tendons (Golgi tendon organs). Indeed, the mechanoreceptors are the
primary receptors of proprioception as transduction of mechanical loading at a joint into
afferent impulses provide a basis for the protective and injury preventative functions of
fine motor programming and reflex muscular contractions. Proprioception, sometimes
referred to as the somatosensory system is often described as the sum of its
subcomponents of joint position sense plus kinesthesia and functions to detect stimuli
such as movement, acceleration, touch, pressure, tension and pain.
Muscular fatigue refers to an acute impairment of performance that includes an increase
in perceived effort to generate a force combined with the eventual inability to produce a
desired force.

The physiological breakdown that results in reduced proprioception

during ascending levels of fatigue is thought to vary depending on the nature of the
fatigue inducing activity. Fatigue is commonly separated into central and peripheral
elements.

Central fatigue refers to a progressive, exercise induced reduction in

voluntary activation of a muscle and refers to processes occurring proximally to the
neuromuscular junction. The effects of central fatigue are supposed to precede that of
peripheral fatigue,as maximal contractions sustained for approximately 10 seconds elicit
symptoms of central fatigue. Peripheral fatigue refers to effects on those mechanisms
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distal to the neuromuscular junction, hence pertaining to the muscle and its contractile
elements.
Although the importance of proprioception in maintaining balance and dynamic joint
stability is not disputed, there is much contention regarding the fatigue-proprioception
relationship. Such contention probably stems from the conflicting results from prior
research which in turn is likely attributable to a lack of consistency in intervention
protocols and outcome measures.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of muscular fatigue on
proprioception in the knee of healthy, untrained males.
Methods: Sixteen males aged between 20 and 33 years (25.8 ± 4.5 yr; mean ± SD) performed a
series of knee joint repositioning exercises at three predetermined angles before and immediately
following a fatigue protocol. All real time joint position and force output data were collected using
an isokinetic dynamometer. Fatigue state was defined as the point where maximal force output
fell below 50% of initial force production.

Subjects initially performed a series of nine joint

repositioning tasks for familiarization followed by eighteen repositioning attempts (six at each
angle) prior to the fatigue protocol and immediately post-fatigue. A Latin square design was
employed to reduce predictability in target angle presentation.
Results: The 95% confidence limits (lower to upper bound) for the mean difference in joint
repositioning efficacy pre- to post-fatigue were -0.12° to 0.36° at 20°; -0.15° to 0.43°, at 38°; and 0.33° to 0.21° at 79°. The confidence limits for the combined data from pre- to post-fatigue were 0.10° to 0.22°. Corresponding raw mean differences in joint repositioning errors were 0.42°,
0.41° and -0.24° respectively. The combined raw mean difference across all angles was 0.20°.
Overall, the pre-post fatigue effect size across all angles was 0.04. When considered at each
target angle, the effect size was 0.1 at 20°, 0.08 at 38° and 0.05 at 79°.
Conclusion: Fatigue of the musculature controlling the knee joint had a negligible effect on knee
joint proprioception.
Key
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INTRODUCTION
It is acknowledged that proprioception plays an integral role in maintaining
the functional stability of a joint (1). The mechanoreceptors that are the primary
contributors to proprioception and transduce mechanical loading of a joint into
afferent impulses (2), the information from which is utilized in the motor
programming required for both precision movements and reflex muscle
contractions (1).

Efficacious knee joint stability is therefore contingent upon

proprioceptive input from mechanoreceptors located in the muscles, tendons,
ligaments, joint capsule and skin (3). Physical fatigue may cause a localized
impairment to neuromuscular control of the lower extremity (4, 5) hence
predisposing the individual to joint injury associated with reduced proprioception.
Proprioception is essential for the maintenance of accurate dynamic joint
positioning and muscular support (6). Physical fatigue is commonly defined as
an acute impairment of performance that includes both an increase in the
perceived effort required to generate a force combined with the eventual inability
to exert a desired force (7, 8).
In the current literature there is conflicting information relating to the effect
of fatigue on joint position sense and proprioception. In contrast however, it is
well established that age and ligamentous or capsular damage reduce
proprioceptive efficacy (9-11). Authors (4, 5) report differences in joint position
sense from pre- to post-fatigue with an approximate 1° detriment being observed
in each study following interventions of running (5) and cycling on an ergometer
(4). The clinical importance of a 1 degree diminution in joint position sense,
however, has not been established (12). Further studies have also concluded
that fatigue does impair proprioceptive acuity of the knee joint (8, 13) as well as
at the shoulder (3, 6, 14) and elbow (15). Other related studies, however, have
implied that fatigue does not elicit a deficit in joint position sense at the knee (16)
and ankle (17, 18).
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It is well established that proprioceptive input is mediated through the joint
and muscle receptors, with muscle spindles in particular providing the primary
source of information (2, 19, 20). The resting discharge from the muscle spindles
provides information regarding limb positioning. Quantifying fatigue of both flexor
and extensor muscles is important to ensure that this primary source of
somatosensory reception is in a fatigued state. Output from muscle spindles is
contingent upon both joint position and intramuscular environmental history (21).
Thus, it is important for investigations into fatigue and joint position sense to: 1)
use a fatigue protocol calibrated specifically to the individual subject with
maximum specificity to the muscles being targeted. Utilising an efficient fatigue
protocol is also important due to the documented relationship between heavy
non-specific exercise and reduced cognitive efficacy (22).

A reduction in

cognitive efficacy could lead to a type I error due to a lack of post-fatigue
repositioning performance pertaining to concentration as opposed to muscular
fatigue; 2) minimize the lag time between completing the fatigue protocol and
attempting the repositioning task in order to maximize homogeneity in fatigue
state at the time of post-intervention data collection; and 3) use pre-determined
target angles that encompass a range of agonistic/antagonistic muscle lengths.
Muscle spindle afferents are most prominent in the mid range (2) and the
antagonistic muscle provides the majority of signal because the firing rate is
greatest during muscle elongation (23). If these three requirements are satisfied,
changes in joint position sense (and hence proprioception) may be more
confidently attributed to altered muscle receptor input than has been reported in
previous studies. Muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs could be influenced
by localized fatigue, which could potentially increase the threshold for muscle
spindle discharge (19) and subsequently alter alpha-gamma co-activation. With
local muscle fatigue, metabolites and inflammatory substances may confound
muscle spindle sensibility through indirectly affecting the discharge pattern (14).
Specifically, these substances are byproducts of muscular contraction and
include arachidonic acid, bradykinin, potassium, prostaglandins and lactic acid
(8). The objective of the present study was to determine the extent to which
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localized muscular fatigue at the knee effects proprioceptive acuity in the knee
joint.

METHODS
Subjects
Sixteen males aged 20-33 years (mean ± SD: 25.8 years ± 4.5), body mass
80.4 kg (± 10.1), and height 180.6 cm (± 4.9) volunteered to participate in this
investigation. All of the volunteers completed the requirements for this study.
Subject selection criteria stated that each was male; aged 20-35 years; and
abstained from strenuous exercise for the 48 hours prior to data collection.
Subjects were excluded if they were likely to have exceptional motor skills (i.e.
elite athletes); a history of knee injury; abnormal knee range of motion (ROM);
vestibular/neuromuscular disorders; or osteoarthritis of any lower limb joint.
Testing involved the dominant leg of subjects’ and both left and right leg
dominant subjects were accepted. Prior to testing, each subject was informed in
writing and verbally regarding all procedures and risks associated with
participation. Subjects also provided free and informed consent and signed a
consent document that was approved by Unitec’s Research Ethics Committee.
This study was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Study Design
Subjects were invited to attend a single session of data collection of
approximately 30 minutes duration to investigate the relationship between fatigue
and proprioception in the asymptomatic male knee joint. The data collection
consisted of a general briefing followed by a familiarization protocol,
measurement of pre-fatigue joint position sense, measurement of maximal force
output, followed by the assessment of post-fatigue joint position sense. Each
subject acted as his own control for the purpose of comparison. The effect of
local muscular fatigue on proprioceptive accuracy was tested using an isokinetic
dynamometer (Biodex Medical Systems Inc., System II, New York).

Joint
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position sense (JPS) accuracy was measured in absolute degrees across three
target angles which were randomly selected within the ranges of 0-30°, 31-60°
and 61-90°. Subjects completed a total of eighteen joint repositioning attempts
(six repositioning attempts per angle) at baseline and post-fatigue. The initial
familiarization exercise was also conducted using the Biodex isokinetic
dynamometer. All data collection occurred on a week day between the times
1400 and 1700 hours.
Biodex Set Up.

Prior to familiarization, subjects were positioned and

fastened on the dynamometer to ensure maximal comfort, stability and accuracy,
as well as homogeneity of inter-subject positioning. The dynamometer allowed
consistent positioning of subjects, and in conjunction with a blindfold, minimized
extraneous cues to knee joint position and limb motion aside from those
emanating from the knee and surrounding tissues. Subjects were seated in a
comfortable position with the back of the chair set at 900 to the seat.

The

popliteal region contacted the chair when the knee was flexed to a maximal 90°.
Subject positioning was maintained via overlapping diagonal chest belt straps, a
horizontal belt strap across the lap, a unilateral strap across the dominant
(tested) distal thigh, and a further strap fastening the dominant distal leg to the
lever arm of the dynamometer. A light-weight, high-density foam cuff was used
between the measured limb and dynamometer to ensure consistent relative
positioning. The allowable knee joint range of motion was set at 90° of flexion
from a fully extended position, whilst the speed of movement was fixed at 60°.s-1.
Familiarisation.

Immediately after height and weight were measured,

subjects were positioned on the dynamometer and asked to perform in an
identical manner to that required for the pre- and post-fatigue data gathering
protocols. Target angles for joint repositioning during familiarization were the
same as those used in the pre- and post-fatigue data gathering, with the only
difference in procedure being that nine knee joint angle reproductions were
attempted (three attempts at each of the three randomly selected angles) as
opposed to eighteen during the trials. Blindfolded subjects had their dominant
knee joint passively positioned at one of the target angles, which was held for
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three seconds. Following the target angle presentation, one full active extensionflexion cycle was completed prior to an immediate attempt at repositioning the
limb at which point the subject selected their repositioning attempt using a handheld stop button. A maximum of 5 s was allocated for subjects to reproduce the
selected target angle, however, there was no verbal warning or feedback unless
the time limit had been previously breached. No feedback was provided at any
stage regarding the accuracy of repositioning attempts and no person exceeded
the 5s limit.
Angle Presentation: Nine angles were presented in the familiarization
protocol whilst a total of eighteen angles were presented to each subject during
both the pre- and post-fatigue data collection.

All angles were presented

passively and repositioned actively with the knee joint being moved towards
extension. To reduce the probability that subjects could use either repetition or
pattern recognition in angle presentation for assisting with the joint repositioning
task, a normalized Latin Square method was employed (24). All subjects used
the same target angles of 20°, 38° and 79° for the familiarization, pre- and postfatigue data collection.
Pre- and Post-fatigue Data Collection: The joint repositioning task was
identical in both the pre- and post-fatigue data collection which consisted of six
repositioning attempts at each of the targets. The majority of previous studies
involving axial and peripheral proprioception have used three joint repositioning
attempts per angle, however, recent research suggests using six or more joint
repositioning attempts to ensure accurate/consistent estimates of proprioception
(25). As in the familiarization protocol, the knee of each blindfolded subject was
passively positioned at one of the target angles, which was held for three
seconds. Following the target angle presentation one full active extension-flexion
cycle was completed prior to an immediate attempt at repositioning the limb.
Each subject indicated their repositioning attempt using a hand held button that
fixed the dynamometer lever arm and recorded the knee joint angle in degrees of
flexion. The active extension-flexion cycle was employed to minimize potential
muscle memory effect as mentioned in previous studies (16).
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Maximum Force Testing: Testing to establish each individual’s maximal
force output in both flexion and extension was conducted between the pre- and
post-fatigue data collection. The purpose of testing for maximal force was to
generate data to customize the fatigue protocol for each subject. The state of
fatigue required for this experiment was defined as the point where using
maximal effort a subject was unable to generate 50% of their initial maximum
force in both flexion and extension. Subjects remained in position on the Biodex
during familiarization, pre- and post-fatigue, but were only blindfolded during the
repositioning tasks. The highest force output (N) for both flexion and extension
was recorded and used in the subsequent fatigue protocol.
Fatigue Protocol: The fatigue protocol commenced approximately one
minute after the maximal force testing. Subjects were instructed to use maximal
effort to extend and flex their knee repeatedly against the isokinetic resistance
from the dynamometer set at 60°.s-1. The point where knee flexion and extension
force fell below 50% of the previously ascertained maximal force output, the state
of fatigue was achieved. Subjects were then immediately blindfolded and the
post-fatigue measurement of joint position sense commenced.
Statistical Analyses: The mean absolute error in joint repositioning for
each of the three angles was calculated separately for each individual and
collectively as a group. The raw data were skewed right for each of the angles at
pre- and post-fatigue.

Raw data were normalised using a square root

transformation to allow standard parametric analysis. Mean, median, effect size,
range and standard error of the mean were calculated from the raw data whilst
confidence intervals and standard deviations were derived from the transformed
data. Comparisons of joint repositioning efficacy were conducted between each
of the three targets and the associated repositioning attempts at both baseline
and following the fatigue intervention. Estimates of the magnitude of effect were
calculated using 95% confidence limits and probabilities for effect size were
calculated from p-values as described by Hopkins (26).

Unless otherwise

indicated, data are presented as mean ± SD. Data were analyzed using SPSS
v17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL)
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RESULTS
Sixteen subjects satisfied the inclusion criteria and completed the data
collection. The average repositioning error (using non-transformed data) for each
subject at each of the three selected target angles prior to and following the
fatiguing protocol is shown in Table 1.
[insert Table 1]

The mid-range target angle of 38° was the least accurately reproduced of
the three targets. Considerable variation was apparent in proprioceptive acuity
between the subjects represented by absolute error (all angles combined at preand post-fatigue) ranging from 3.19° (subject 10) to 8.95° (subject13). When
considering all subjects across all angles and at both pre- and post-fatigue the
mean error was 5.74° (± 4.8°) (refer Table 1.).
The global difference (across all subjects) in mean angular error from preto post-fatigue was negligible and clinically non-substantive at each of the three
target angles. Across the three target angles combined, an overall improvement
in joint position sense of 0.20° (± 1.37°) was calculated. At the angles of 20° and
38°, proprioceptive acuity improved on average by 0.42° (± 1.37) and 0.41° (±
1.42) respectively whilst an overall reduction in repositioning accuracy of 0.24° (±
1.31) was noted post-fatigue at the more flexed 79° target. Consistency in intersubject reaction to the fatigue protocol was not apparent with eight subjects
demonstrating improvement in post-fatigue proprioceptive acuity whilst the
remaining eight subjects demonstrated reduced joint position sense and
proprioception of variable proportions (refer figure 1.). Intra-subject uniformity in
reaction to the fatigue protocol was absent. Of 16 subjects, only one subject
(subject 11) had the same reaction to the fatigue intervention at each of the three
target angles. Subject 11 was unique in that he had a slight, but consistent
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reaction to fatigue. In this instance a minor improvement in joint repositioning
accuracy occurred at each target angle post-fatigue (refer table 1.).
[insert Figure 1]

The 95% confidence limits (lower to upper bound) for the mean difference in joint
repositioning efficacy pre- to post-fatigue were -0.12° to 0.36° at 20°; -0.15° to
0.43°, at 38°; and -0.33° to 0.21° at 79°. The confidence limits for the combined
data from pre- to post-fatigue were -0.10° to 0.22°. Corresponding raw mean
differences in joint repositioning errors were 0.42°, 0.41° and -0.24° respectively.
The combined raw mean difference across all angles was 0.20°. Overall, the
pre-post fatigue effect size across all angles was 0.04. When considered at each
target angle, the effect size was 0.1 at 20°, 0.08 at 38° and 0.05 at 79°.
Descriptive statistics and effect sizes at each of the individual target
angles and at pre-/post-fatigue are displayed in Table 2.
[insert Table 2]

The type of error produced (overshoot/undershoot) during the joint
repositioning task was recorded for later analysis with results displayed on Table
3.
[insert Table 3]
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DISCUSSION
To investigate the effect of fatigue on proprioception of the knee joint we
tested the joint position sense of sixteen subjects both before and after a fatigue
intervention.

The findings suggest that exercise induced fatigue of the

musculature controlling movement at the knee joint does not produce a
consistent and/or substantial effect on proprioceptive acuity of the asymptomatic
knee. Interestingly, only 79° target (most flexed) showed an overall decline in
joint position sense whilst the other two targets produced similarly negligible
improvements in overall performance. It was expected that the mid-range angle
of 38° would be the most affected by muscular fatigue, given that muscle spindle
afferents are most active during mid range joint movement and are presumed to
be the most affected receptor type from high intensity concentric fatigue (2).
Although the 38° target was not adversely affected by fatigue, it was the least
accurately reproduced of the three target angles both pre and post-fatigue.

Absolute joint repositioning error refers to the difference between the
presented target and the subject’s repositioning attempt irrespective of whether
the error was an overshoot or undershoot. Overshoot relates to an error into
extension when a subject’s knee changed from a flexed to an extended position.
The negligible effect of fatigue in relation to joint position sense is reflected in the
narrow confidence limits that span zero. The narrow confidence limits suggest a
high degree of precision, thus, these data strongly represent the generalizable
population of asymptomatic males aged 20-33 years without exceptional motor
skills.
The small and unpredictable effect indicates that the fatigue protocol did
not substantialy alter overall proprioceptive acuity. The minimal change in global
standard deviation between the pre- and post-fatigue positioning attempts further
supports the conclusion that fatigue was not a prominent influence on joint
position sense and proprioception. The standard deviations of joint repositioning
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error observed throughout the trials were also large, hence it appears plausible
that unidentified factors impacted on the ability of subjects to consistently and
precisely perform the joint repositioning task.

Boredom, concentration or

distraction may have contributed to some of the repositioning error. Of further
support to the conclusion that fatigue was not a major influence on proprioceptive
acuity was the wide range (approx 20°) of repositioning errors coupled with the
disparity between median and mean repositioning error values. It is interesting to
note that regardless of the fatigue intervention, the median error value of joint
position sense is appreciably lower than the corresponding average error at each
angle. It is probable that the large outlying errors (probably unrelated to fatigue)
that occurred in the joint repositioning exercise have altered the means
considerably enough to eclipse any smaller effects such as fatigue that might
have occurred simultaneously [see Appendix D].

The comparison of median

values from pre- to post-fatigue (combined data) demonstrated a small overall
improvement in proprioceptive efficacy of 0.29° (6.8%). Comparison of either the
mean or median data suggests that fatigue does not have a pronounced effect
on proprioceptive acuity.

The target angle had a pronounced effect on the type of repositioning
error produced. This phenomenon is best demonstrated by data from the 79°
(most flexed) target where overshoot errors accounted for approximately 80% of
all error in the joint repositioning attempts. In contrast, at the 20° target 60%
were undershoot errors.

These findings lead to the suggestion that joint

repositioning inaccuracy at the knee tends towards the opposite direction to the
joint position at target angle (see Table 3.).

There have been several prominent studies attempting to determine the
effects of neuromuscular fatigue on knee joint proprioception in human subjects.
The findings in this research are in contrast to several studies (4, 5) that reported
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a substantial decrease in the subjects’ ability to accurately reposition their knee
joint following a fatigue protocol. Skinner et al. (5) found an overall increase in
mean absolute error post-fatigue of 1.07°, representing a shift of 37% from
baseline.
sense

The aforementioned studies attributed the decline in joint position

and

proprioception

mechanoreceptors.

to

reduced

efficacy/input

from

muscular

Subsequent to this idea it was theorised that muscle

receptors might be the dominant source of proprioceptive input as opposed to
capsular receptors. The reason that muscle receptors were considered to be
most profoundly affected in these studies was because the fatigue protocols
targeted the muscular aspects of a joint whilst exerting less influence over the
capsular and non-contractile structures. The non-contractile structures of a joint
are most affected in activities that create impact and challenge joint end range of
motion, especially with regards to weight-bearing joints (2). The predominance
of mechanoreceptor input from the muscle spindles has since been
demonstrated with regards to afferent signals relating to joint position (27, 28).
The results of this research however are consistent with Marks and Quinney (16)
whose study of eight sedentary females demonstrated no significant change in
knee joint position sense relative to fatigue of the quadriceps muscle group. One
might contend however that the validity of these findings by Marks and Quinney
are reduced because only the knee extensor muscles were targeted via the
intervention

of

20

maximal

isokinetic

quadriceps

contractions.

The

mechanoreceptors of the muscle being elongated provide the majority of
proprioception related afferent input (23).

Therefore, because the hamstring

muscles were not fatigued and joint repositioning occurred whilst moving into
extension (causing hamstring elongation) it is possible that a type II error
occurred.

The efficacy of previous studies into the effect of fatigue on

proprioception at the knee have been compromised by an inconsistent and
sometimes lengthy waiting period between the fatigue protocol and post-fatigue
joint repositioning measurements (5) . In addition, the presence of significant
concurrent central fatigue at the time of post-fatigue data collection may have
been influential.
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Strengths and weaknesses of this Study: Using six attempts for each
target angle in the joint repositioning exercises is a strength of this study. Up to a
point, increasing the number of repositioning attempts will allow for more
representative data and lower overall standard deviations. The impact of outlying
repositioning attempts that are more likely related to concentration/distraction
than any alteration in proprioceptive accuracy is reduced when trial numbers are
increased.

Increasing

the

number

of

trials

is

in

accordance

with

recommendations from Swait, Rushton, Miall and Newman (25). Increasing the
number of repositioning attempts do reduce the influence of outlying
repositioning attempts, however, it also increases the duration of concentration
time required by the subjects. Although 6 trials were completed, estimates of
position sense were unstable
Learning Effect and Baseline Data: The consequence of a repetitive
joint repositioning protocol is entrainment which may negate the potential impact
of the fatigue protocol and could possibly increase the chances of a type II error
occurring.

The potential influence of entrainment was minimized by using a

familiarisation protocol and the Latin square presentation of targets. There did
not appear to be any entrainment influence given that the mean error during
familiarisation, baseline and post-fatigue was similar at 4.99°, 5.27° and 5.01°
respectively. Had fatigue exerted a pronounced effect on proprioception then a
subject’s ability to attain accurate joint repositioning would have been
compromised regardless of any learning, particularly given the familiarization
protocol and the order of target presentation. Mean baseline joint repositioning
error was relatively consistent across the three targets with overall absolute error
ranging from approximately 5.4° to 6.7°. The greater absolute error associated
with the 38° target in baseline and post intervention data collection likely reflects
the greater difficulty involved with estimating in the mid-range (17).
The use of the isokinetic dynamometery was a strength in this study as
all forces and angles through the knee joint range were captured for analysis.
Unlike the majority of related research, this study used an individualised fatigue
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standard with a short interval between the completion of the fatigue protocol and
the post-intervention repositioning task.

The type of fatigue protocol was

intended to isolate peripheral fatigue from cardiovascular and central fatigue
each of which can impact upon proprioceptive performance and concentration
during the repositioning task (22).

It is plausible, however, that this type of

fatigue intervention whilst being consistent with most literature, might have been
insufficeint to produce a substantial enough physiological effect to inhibit
proprioception. Furthermore, any exercise of maximal exertion that is maintained
for approximately 10 seconds begins to elicit factors of central fatigue including
deficient moto-cortical output (28). The aforementioned statement suggests that
central fatigue is present in varying degrees throughout this study and the
referred literature investigating the fatigue-proprioception relationship. Should
contractions be sufficiently intense, the threshold for moto-cortex depolarisation
becomes reduced for both inhibitory and excitatory processes (29) thereby
directly influencing joint position sense and proprioception.
Effort was made to recruit a relatively homogenous sample in terms of
age, health and physical attributes. The time that data collection occurred was
also consistently between 1400 and 1700 hours on a weekday in an attempt to
control for variation in diurnal patterns.

Sample bias might be considered a

limitation, however, since 15 of the 16 subjects were from the same tertiary
institution and does not adequately represent the diversity of the population (30).
Given the homogenous sample, the extent to which these findings may be
generalised is limited and should be done so cautiously. Particular caution is
appropriate with regards to the less strenuous activities of daily living and
individuals who do not closely resemble the sample.

The subjects’ affective

disposition, mood and motivation at the time of data collection may have had
some influence on the results, for example if subjects were tired, excited or
distracted their concentration may have been compromised.
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Subjects in this study used active joint repositioning at all times,
however, the non-weight-bearing nature of this task does not resemble common
activities of daily living. There is also evidence to suggest that when a limb is
supported with the muscles relaxed, joint position sense is detrimentally affected
(31). Therefore, the generalisability of these findings is limited in a pragmatic
sense.
Extraneous variables can have a pronounced effect on data collection
(32).

In this study extraneous variables might have included the numerous

straps that were used to ensure a constant position of the subject on the Biodex
machine as well as some noise from the car park area that was situated outside
directly behind the experimental location.
The Efficacy of the Fatigue Protocol: Subsequent to the findings of this
study, questions arise relating to whether the subjects’ proprioceptive tissues
were adequately influenced to generate a potential change in joint position
sense. The point at which fatigue occurs is subjective, as changes in perceived
effort clearly arise prior to the endurance limit in limb muscles. Furthermore,
alterations in afferent muscular response, moto-neuronal discharge and motocortical input occur with a degree of variability between individuals and certainly
prior to limb muscle endurance limits (29). There is currently a lack of consensus
regarding a standardized method of inducing fatigue in experiments; nor is there
a consistent definition of fatigue (12). As such, the physiological processes
affected and the manner in which they fail could vary based upon the activity
performed to induce the fatigue state and the degree to which fatigue has been
achieved.

Variables that may influence fatigue include the use of maximal

versus submaximal contractions, concentric versus the more damaging eccentric
contractions and protocols that use a force as opposed to an endurance criteria
for assuming the fatigue state. This lack of homogeneity in fatigue protocols and
definitions could account for differences with findings between studies.

The

operational definition of fatigue used in this study is consistent with several
prominent studies (33, 34).
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The Effect of fatigue on Knee Joint Position Sense: The fatigue
intervention did not produce a substantive effect on the efficacy of joint position
sense.

Two prominent studies (4, 5) suggest that fatigue does have a

pronounced effect on proprioception. The results of our study are consistent with
the conclusions of Marks and Quinney (16); who state that fatigue has only a
negligible effect, if any. The reduced efficacy of joint position sense noted in
some studies (4, 5) could be related to the impact of central neurological fatigue
as opposed to peripheral fatigue of the neuromuscular structures as intended in
this investigation.

These two studies may have elicited considerable central

fatigue due to cycling (4) and running (5) fatigue protocols respectively both of
which impact upon the cardiovascular system.

Central fatigue relates to

processes above the neuromuscular junction and is referred to as a progressive
exercise induced reduction in the ability to voluntarily utilize a muscle. A recent
study into the effect of local and general fatigue on proprioception concluded that
the observed reduction in joint repositioning ability post-general fatigue was not
due to the loss of peripheral afferent signals but a deficiency of central
processing of proprioceptive signals (1). Central fatigue is most commonly
assessed by measuring maximal voluntary contraction with twitch interpolation
(35). The fatigue protocol of isokinetic quadriceps contractions used by Marks
and Quinney (16) may not have elicited substantial central fatigue or
cardiovascular stress as was the intention of the current study. Alternatively, the
lack of effect relating to fatigue on proprioception in this study could be indicative
that afferent input from the muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs is less
essential to proprioceptive acuity than commonly thought. Mechanoreceptors
were primarily affected due to the nature of the fatigue protocol involving maximal
concentric contractions whilst being conducted within anatomical range and in a
non-weight bearing position. Evidence from animal and human studies concur
that both joint and muscle receptors influence afferent signals and mediate
changes in motor output to the muscles that support dynamic stabilization of the
knee (12). Further evidence from previous in vivo studies using animal tissue
indicate that receptors responsible for afferent feedback are impaired by
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muscular fatigue.

For example, fatiguing the medial head of gastrocnemius

resulted in decreased accuracy of information from the affected muscle spindles
(36). Another animal study involving the gastrocnemius muscle in cats found that
Golgi tendon organ resting discharge, static response, vibration response, and
dynamic

sensitivity

were

reduced

in

the

fatigued

state

(37).
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CONCLUSION
Analysis of the findings from this study leads to the conclusion that fatigue
of the musculature controlling movement at the knee joint does not produce a
consistent nor substantial effect on knee proprioceptive acuity. Subject
attentiveness and concentration appeared to be the most prominent factor in
determining the efficacy of each subject’s joint position sense. Therefore, either
proprioception is fatigue resistant, the fatigue intervention was inadequate to
initiate change, and/or there are other mechanisms performing a meaningful
proprioceptive role.
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TABLE 1- Individual subject repositioning errors at selected target angles
20°

38°

79°

Combined

Subject

Mean error
Pre-fatigue

Mean error
Post-fatigue

Mean error
Pre-fatigue

Mean error
Post-fatigue

Mean error
Pre-fatigue

Mean error
Post-fatigue

Mean error
at all angles
pre+post

1

3.21

3

8.14

3.81

3.85

9.51

5.25

2

4.98

7

6.02

4.89

4.41

3.68

5.16

3

4.14

5.48

7.9

4.45

2.54

4.13

4.77

4

2.87

5.37

8.05

8.36

9.02

3.50

6.2

5

3.54

4.97

8.18

7.92

2.03

5.2

5.31

6

7.73

6.27

5.03

2.09

8.9

11.37

6.9

7

4.23

7.28

7.69

3.56

6.51

8.41

6.28

8

6.39

3.93

11.9

12.59

2.24

3.45

6.75

9

2.45

2.99

7.92

5.23

9.51

3.29

5.23

10

2.62

4

4.2

4.35

2.71

1.24

3.19

11

4.03

3.73

4.84

4.03

2.17

1.48

3.38

12

6.82

7.41

3.19

5.99

8.83

8.81

6.84

13

6.9

6.17

6.62

12.89

8.21

12.9

8.95

14

5.84

4.27

3.99

4.75

7.87

1.76

4.75

15

10.72

2.26

6.35

3.63

3.76

4.29

5.17

16

10.71

6.35

6.41

11.32

3.82

7.29

7.65

5.45

5.03

6.65

6.24

5.4

5.64

5.74

Global
Aver
ages

Note: Each of the sixteen subjects had six repositioning attempts at each of the three target angles. The above data
represents the average error over each of the six attempts per angle for angles 20°, 38° and 79° for each subject. The
‘mean error at all angles’ column depicts an average from the entire 36 repositioning attempts of the trial including all pre
and post-fatigue repositioning attempts and as such is the mean of the associated six values of the same
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TABLE 2- Joint repositioning error for the selected target angles pre- and post-fatigue
Angle (degrees)

SEM

MEDIAN

RANGE

Pre-fatigue 20°

AVERAGE ERROR
5.45°

0.46°

4.28°

18.32°

Post-fatigue 20°

5.03°

0.44°

3.99°

24.79°

Pre-fatigue 38°

6.65°

0.48°

6.61°

24.18°

Post-fatigue 38°

6.24°

0.55°

4.56°

23.4°

Pre-fatigue 79°

5.4°

0.51°

4.08°

24.77°

Post-fatigue 79°

5.64°

0.51°

3.93°

21.76°

Combined pre°

5.83°

0.46°

4.28°

18.32°

Combined post°

5.64°

0.44°

3.99°

24.79°

Note: Summary of overall average error, standard error of the mean, median error and range (maximum – minimum)
of error per angle at baseline and post-fatigue. All values displayed are non-transformed, raw data.
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TABLE 3- Directional error prevalence per target
Target Angle

20°

20°

38°

38°

79°

79°

Error Type

Undershoot

Overshoot

Undershoot

Overshoot

Undershoot

Overshoot

Familiarisation

31

17

22

26

11

37

Baseline

53

43

52

44

17

79

Post-fatigue

57

39

30

66

16

80

Total

141/240

99/240

104/240

136/240

44/240

196/240

% of total

58.75%

41.25%

43.33%

56.67%

18.33%

81.67%

Note: The direction of joint repositioning error is shown at each of the target angles. In total 40% (289/720) of the
errors were into flexion (undershoot) whilst 60% (431/720) were extension (overshoot) errors. The most flexed of
the target angles (20°) reverses this observation as 59% of the errors are into flexion. At the most flexed target
angle of 79° a substantial prevalence of extension errors was recorded of 82%.
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Mean repositioning error (deg)
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FIGURE 1- Graphical representation of average joint repositioning error in degrees per subject. Each bar
shows the average error of 18 knee joint repositioning attempts at both pre-fatigue (green/left) and postfatigue (red/right).

The standard deviations seen in this figure are calculated from the raw data unlike

elsewhere in the text where standard deviations have been derived from normalized data via square root
transformation. The high standard deviation values in this figure relative to the average absolute error show
that this data is non-parametric (skewed right).
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A: Confirmation letter of ethical approval for this study was granted
by the Unitec Research Ethics Committee.
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Appendix B:

Experimental setup in the evaluation of joint position sense
using the Biodex Isokinetic dynamometer II.

Figure 2.
Subject seated on the Biodex isokinetic dynamometer II with its control panel
below the computer monitor.
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Figure 3.
Note the blindfold, and chest straps to support/fasten the upper body, waist and
thigh of the tested leg. Subject is holding the ‘stop’ button which was used to select their angle
in the joint repositioning tasks. This button could also be used to stop the trial and withdraw
from the data collection at any point.
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Figure 4.
Picture showing the thigh and leg fastening straps. Note the high density padding
for comfort and to prevent ‘play’ between the subject’s limb and the Biodex lever arm.
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Appendix C: Typical graphs showing raw data directly from Biodex isokinetic
dynamometer.

C
A

D

B

Figure 5.
Graph plotting force (Nm) versus time above, and Knee joint angle
(deg) versus time below during the joint repositioning tasks. The below panel is
most important for this process as it depicts error/accuracy in the joint
repositioning task.
Note that:

A

Shows the target angle presented by the research assistant.

B

Shows the active repositioning attempt by the subject.

C

Shows the active extension-flexion cycle between target
angle presentation and repositioning attempt.

D

Shows the active extension-flexion cycle between the
previous repositioning attempt and the passive presentation
of the next angle.
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A

A
Figure 6.
Graph plotting force (Nm) versus time above, and Knee joint angle
(deg) versus time below during the fatigue protocol. The top panel is most
important as it depicts the maximal force produced by the subject. Left of bold
line A shows the testing used to locate the individual’s maximal force output. The
area to the right of line A shows the first 70 seconds of the fatigue protocol which
continued until the subject was unable to maintain 50% of their maximal force
output in both flexion and extension. In this example the time to fatigue was 2
minutes and 31 seconds (151 seconds)..
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Appendix D:

Table 4.
Outlying joint repositioning error values in absolute degrees per
individual target angle and with combined target angles. Depicted are the five
highest and lowest absolute error values per target angle pre- and post-fatigue
intervention. Data presented is pooled from all subjects in the investigation. The
“case number” refers to when in the chronology of data collection that the
measurement was recorded.
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Appendix E:
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Figure Captions
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Terminology
and
Units
of
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To promote consistency and clarity of communication, authors should use standard terms
generally acceptable to the field of exercise science and sports medicine.
The units of measurement shall be Système International d'Unités (SI). Permitted
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